Introduction
Proper names in Kaine Greek occur sometimes with a preceding article and sometimes without one. For example, both ho Gallionos (the Gallic) and 8-Gallionos (Gallic) occur (Acts 18:14, 12) . Insofar as a consensus among Greek grammarians exists, it is that names of persons normally are not ·preceded by the article (they are anarthrous), but may be preceded by the article (be arthrous) if the reference is anaphoric. However, Winer (1882:140) considers that, in fact, the use of the article with proper names "can hardly be reduced to any rule".
Nevertheless, if one concentrates on individual New Testament authors, rather than trying to generalize across all writers, the use of the article with proper names is quite systematic. In particular, in the Greek of the Acts of the Apostles, the presence versus absence of the article is related to two main factors: the status of the participant (whether, at the macrolevel, s/he is the central character or not) and the local salience of the participant and/or the action(s) he performs. l This article is based on Heimerdinger and Levinsohn forthcoming. The theme is considered also in Levinsohn forthcoming. Comrie (1989:199} says that "salience relates to the way in which certain actants present in a situation are seized on by humans as foci of attention". Thus, out of the cast of participants involved in events being described by an author, one or two may be marked as being most salient to the story at that point. Such participants are the ones that the listener or reader should focus upon, presumably because of the significant acts in which they will be involved. Hopper and Thompson (1984:719) have shown that, in many languages, the presence versus the absence of words like 'one' or 'a certain', in connection with the introduction of a participant, depends on whether or not "it figures in the discourse as a salient participant". See, for instance, the following example which they cite (ibid.) from modern Hebrew. In (la), the use of the word for 'one' indicates that 'book' is locally salient, and indeed it becomes the topic of the following clause. In (lb), the word for 'one' is not used, since 'book' is not salient; it features no more in the discourse.
(1) a. b.
I sat there and read a book (sefer-exad), and it was an excellent book. I read a book (sefer), and a couple of newspapers, and then went home.
It should therefore not be a surprise that, once a participant has been introduced, further references to him or her also indicate whether or nots/he is salient. Indeed, various articles describe how particular forms of reference identify the "thematic character" (Grimes 1975:337f; see also Newman 1978:96) or "thematic participant" (Levinsohn 1978 ) of a section of text.
Before discussing in detail the factors which determine the presence versus absence of the article with proper names in Acts, I need to point out that non-declinable names (i.e., those of non-Greek origin) typically are arthrous when not in the nominative (e.g. 
The unmarked patterns
When a participant is first mentioned, reference to him or her by name typically is anarthrous. However, onces/he has been (re)introduced, subsequent references to him or her by name within the same incident are arthrous. The above pattern concurs with the assertion made in grammars of Greek that one of the reasons for using the article is when the referent of the noun concerned is "known, particular, previously mentioned" (Blass, Debrunner and Funk 1961, Sect. 252). However, it does NOT follow that, when the article is absent, the referent concerned is necessarily not known, not particular, not previously mentioned. (For instance, see the anarthrous reference in 18:26 to Priscilla and Aquila who had already been mentioned in vl8.)
The reintroduction of participants
The reintroduction of a participant in a new incident may be arthrous or anarthrous. The determining factors are whether or not there is a single central character on stage around whom the section of the story is organized, and whether the participant being reintroduced is salient or not. The basic principle is as follows:
reintroductions of the central character of the section, after a temporary absence, are arthrous (s/he is apparently assumed to be in the wings, under such circumstances, rather than being genuinely reintroduced); reintroductions of salient participants other than the central character are anarthrous.
The first half of the book of Acts features several Christian leaders (Peter, Stephen, Philip) who perform acts of significance to the story, i.e., they are salient. Whenever any of them is reintroduced after an absence, reference to him is anarthrous (provided he is locally salient, of course). None of them is treated as the central character.
For example, in chapter 12 ((3) below), Peter is reintroduced in v3 with an anarthrous reference; further references to him by name in vvS-16 are arthrous (as per the principle of Sect. 1). These include an arthrous reference in a possessive phrase in vl4 (ten phonen tou Petrou 'the voice of the Peter'). (Other anarthrous reintroductions of Peter after an absence include 3: 1, 8:14, 9:32, 10:9, 11:2.) Similarly, the reintroductory reference to Barnabas and Saul in v25 is anarthrous, as is the reintroductory reference to Herod in vl9 (scarcely a Christian leader, but a salient participant at this point in the narrative). Throughout the second half of the book of Acts, participants other than Paul are reintroduced anarthrously, if they are judged to be salient to the story. For example, Priscilla and Aquila are reintroduced anarthrously in 18:18 of {2) and again in 18:26 of (4).
Participants who are NOT locally salient are {re)introduced by name with the article employed. See, for example, 15:37 ton Ioannen ton kaloumenon Harkon 'the John the called Mark', cited in (6).
Anarthrous references to on-stage participants
Further references to on-stage participants normally are arthrous, as implied by the principle stated in Sect. 1. Anarthrous references to on-stage participants reflect the relative salience of the participant and/or the action(s) thats/he performs. I consider such references in two subgroups: those that involve a switch of attention to a salient participant {Sect. 4.1), and those that occur in connection with the introduction of a key speech {Sect.
2) •

Switches of attention
Anarthrous references to participants in connection with switches of attention to a salient participant may involve a switch: i) from a less salient to a more salient participant, or ii) from one salient participant to another.
Switches from a less salient to a more salient participant
One example of such a switch is 8:39£ (' ... the eunuch did not see him [Philip] again, but went on his way rejoicing. Philip [e Philipos], however, appeared at Azotus ... '). In the passage preceding this, in vv29-39a, the seven references to Philip by name have all been arthrous, as per the principle of Sect. 1, which says that, once (re)introduced, further references to a named participant in the same incident are arthrous. However, when the eunuch leaves the scene (v39} and att.ention switches from him to what happened to Philip, the reference to the latter is anarthrous.
In some passages, there are a series of switches from a less salient to a more salient participant. In 7:58-8:3 of (5) below, for instance, the references in 7:59 and 8:2 to Stephen are arthrous (he is rapidly becoming non-salient!). Saul is introduced anarthrously to the book in a possessive phrase in 7:58. What is noteworthy is that, when attention switches to him again in 8:1 and 8:3, the references again are anarthrous, as befits switches to a salient participant. A similar pattern is found in the opening verses of chapter 3, in the interaction between the lame man and Peter. Each time attention switches to Peter, references to him are anarthrous (vv4,6; see also v3). From the perspective of the story as a whole, Peter, rather than the lame man, is the salient participant.
Switches from one major participant to another
Acts 15:36-40 illustrates a series of such switches, involving Paul and Barnabas. Of particular note is the arthrous reference to Barnabas in v39b, at the point that he leaves the scene and ceases to be salient to the story. 
Anarthrous references to key speeches
Anarthrous references to participants who make a key speech appear to have the rhetorical effect of marking that speech as of particular salience. Such cases differ from those considered in Sect. 4.1.1, in that they involve, not a switch of attention to a different participant, but a response by the addressee of the last speech. In such contexts, references to the speaker are typically anarthrous only if the speech is the key one of the incident concerned.
In 10:25ff, for example, references to the speakers are arthrous, until the key speech of vv34ff, which is introduced by an anarthrous reference to Peter. In reported speeches, as in narrative, anarthrous references to participants who have already been mentioned indicate that the participant is salient to the argument. For example, in Stephen's speech in chapter 7 ((9) below), different historical characters in turn become salient. In the case of Moses, each time attention switches to him, the reference is anarthrous (vv22,29,32b) . Only in v31 is the reference arthrous, reflecting the fact that, at this point, he is only a spectator, rather than an active participant in the story. One feature to remember about reported speeches is that, even if a participant has already featured in the narrative in which a speech is embedded, the initial reference in the speech may be anarthrous because, as far as the speaker is concerned, the reference is a first mention. For example, in 10:32, Cornelius tells Peter that the angel who had appeared to him said, 'Send to Joppa for Simon [8 Simona] . .. ').
Contrast 13:2, in which the Holy Spirit speaks to the group of prophets and teachers assembled in Antioch. When He says, 'Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul ... ', reference to them is arthrous (ton Barnaban kai Saulon), since they are present when the speech is made, and are not being introduced to the addressees for the first time.
Thus, the presence versus the absence of the article with proper names for people in the Greek of the Acts of the Apostles is systematic; it is likely to be so also with other writers.
This use or omission of the article with proper names is part of a larger picture which encompasses the use or omission of the article with nouns in general. In Levinsohn 1989 , an article which primarily concerns constituent order in the book of Galatians, I describe how the presence or absence of the article with such nouns as theos 'God' and pneuma 'spirit' indicates whether the constituent concerned is rhematic (the most important piece of new information in the sentence), or whether it is simply part of the thematic information which leads up to the rheme. Such a description may readily be rephrased in terms of the salience of constituents which are anarthrous.
Thus, in Galatians 3:11 ((10) below), which the Revised Standard Version translates, 'Now it is evident that no man is justified before God by the law', the salient constituents are 'evident, clear' (delon), 'no man' (oudeis) and 'by law' (en nomo). If read orally, taking into account the context, stress will fall on some or all of these constituents, but not on 'before God' (para to theo), since the reference to God is not particularly salient; rather, it is supportive of the salient constituents and consequently is arthrous.
(10) Galatians 3:11 hoti de en nari5 oudeis dikaioutai para to thei5 delon that now by law no.one is.justified before the God clear In 2:19, in contrast, 'to God' (theo) is contrasted with 'to law' {nomo), both being central or salient to the argument. Consequently, references to God and to law are anarthrous. In v2b, it is not necessary to argue that the referenc1 is to the person rather than the power of the Holy Spirit (see Francis 1985:136f) . Rather, the reference to the Spirit is supportive, because the focus of the sentence is the contrast between 'by works of law' and 'by hearing of faith', with the presupposition, 'you received the Spirit by some means'. In v3b, however, the contrast between 'in the Spirit' and 'in the flesh' is central or salient, hence the anarthrous references.
In general, then, anarthrous references to a participant who, in Blass, Debrunner and Funk's words (ibid.), is "known, particular", indicate the salience of the participant, whether within the sentence (as in the examples from Galatians) or in the passage as a whole.
